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Abstract
Our earth provides a natural direct current (via a DC global electrical grid) that provides multiple health benefits to the 

human body — an exciting field of research which is just beginning to emerge. Many of the organ systems of the human body, 
including the cardiac system, musculoskeletal system, and central nervous system, utilizes a DC energy current to operate. Skin, in 
particular, uses a small DC electrical field to guide cell migration and wound healing after injury, a process known as electrotaxis. 
Recent research into exogenously applied DC energy has shown promising results in boosting keratinocyte recovery and improved 
wound healing, which gives rise to the possibility of applying the earth’s DC energy field directly to the skin (a healing modality 
known as grounding) to support skin health. There are several health benefits from grounding that may directly boost the skin’s 
ability to heal, including improving circulation to the skin (which boosts oxygen and nutrients as well as removes metabolic 
waste) and improved keratinocyte repair in both healthy keratinocytes and damaged keratinocytes. Indirectly, grounding may also 
protect skin by deepening sleep, which has been found to improve collagen integrity and may help protect skin volume, firmness 
and elasticity, preserving it’s strength. This is an exciting area of research that has interesting applications not only to help treat 
dermatologic conditions and to improve wound healing, but also in the anti-aging and cosmetic industry as well. More research on 
the health benefits of DC energy, and in particular receiving DC energy through direct contact with the earth’s global electrical DC 
energy grid via grounding, is much needed.
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Introduction
DC Current and Skin Repair

When skin is injured, it naturally creates a small electrical 
field of DC energy that helps guide tissue repair [1-4]. This DC 
current allows cells to migrate along that mini electrical field, 
a healing modality called electrotaxis. Many of the cells of the 

skin required for healing are electrotactic, including neutrophils, 
monocytes, lymphocytes, macrophages, endothelial cells, 
fibroblasts, and keratinocytes themselves [5-9].

Because electrotaxis is an essential part of skin repair, recent 
research has examined if externally applied DC energy currents can 
help boost wound healing. Researchers examined if exogenously 
applied DC energy helped to encourage skin healing by boosting 
the flow of this DC guidance to our skin cells. To do this, they set 
up a model of healthy skin cells that they created a wound in and 
then applied DC energy to. They also set up a model of injured 
skin (replicating diabetic skin with impaired healing ability) and 
applied DC energy to that skin model as well.
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Researchers found that exogenously applied DC stimulation 
boosted the rate of wound closure of keratinocytes and keratinocyte 
repair, accelerating wound closure for both healthy as well as 
unhealthy skin. DC stimulation tripled the rate of wound healing 
for healthy skin, making normal skin heal three times faster. DC 
stimulation also improved keratinocyte recovery in damaged skin 
with impaired wound healing (approximating diabetic skin). In 
fact, DC energy improved skin healing in impaired skin so well 
that it healed at almost the same rate as totally healthy skin did 
[10].

Direct Ways Grounding Supports Skin Repair

Grounding (the holistic health practice of touching the earth 
outside) is the all natural way to apply DC energy to our skin. By 
touching our conductive skin to the earth’s crust, we become part of 
the earth’s global electrical grid, an electrical system that naturally 
flows with DC energy [11]. This DC earth energy is a totally natural 
version of the exogenous DC energy that the scientists used in the 
wound healing in vitro study discussed above.

Multiple grounding studies have shown health benefits to 
the skin through contact with the DC energy of the earth. One 
double blind placebo based study found that after only one hour 
of grounding there was improved blood flow and decreased 
blood viscosity [12]. Another study confirmed that grounding 
by connecting skin on the foot to the earth’s DC energy field 
immediately and significantly improved blood flow to the skin all 
the way up to the face [13]. This double-blinded placebo-controlled 
study found that grounded test subjects had significantly increased 
capillary blood flow in their facial skin while subjects who were 
ungrounded had no change in their facial blood flow. This nearly 
instantaneous physiologic change in the circulatory system 
happened all over the body, from the grounded point of contact in 
the foot all the way up to the capillaries of the face.

The fact that grounding through the soles of the feet boosted 
blood circulation all the way up in facial skin tissues suggests 
the positive effects of increased circulation are available even in 
distant sites of the body that are far away from the grounding point 
of contact. This enhanced blood flow through human capillaries 
while grounding was filmed in the health documentary “Heal For 
Free” [14]. This film captures on retinal scan the dramatic changes 
in blood flow through the retina, which included boosted blood 
flow to the macula in a patient with macular degeneration, who 
was grounded through the skin on the bottom of the foot.

In another double-blinded, placebo-controlled study, 
researchers found decreased blood viscosity and enhanced blood 
flow during both diastolic and systolic phases of circulatory 
flow [15]. Another study found a decrease in the zeta potential 
of the cell membranes of red blood cells in the blood, which 
decreased red blood cell clumping and significantly decreased 

blood viscosity during grounding [16]. Another study found that 
grounding simultaneously decreased inflammation and boosted 
immune function which then resulted in improved wound healing 
in multiple test subjects [17]. Grounding was even found to 
decrease blood glucose in diabetic patients, which helps explain 
why applying a DC energy current to diabetic skin made it heal 
almost as fast as healthy, non-diabetic skin [18].

All together, grounding to the earth — a totally natural DC 
energy source — is a completely natural, exceptionally easy way 
to support skin health, helping to heal wounds and repair skin by 
boosting blood flow, improving oxygen and nutrients to the surface 
of the skin. All it takes is going outside to touch the earth directly, 
or applying the earth’s DC energy to the skin through a grounding 
cord or ground stake.

Indirect Ways Grounding Supports Skin Health

The studies above suggest that boosted circulation (which 
boosts oxygen and nutrients to the skin as well as removing 
metabolic waste and inflammation) and improved keratinocyte 
repair, via the skins electrotaxic properties, directly support skin 
health. Another way that grounding may be beneficial to skin 
indirectly is through improved sleep.

Experiments as far back as 1970 have helped elucidate how 
the presence of the earth’s DC energy current helps human beings 
maintain a healthy circadian rhythm [19]. Test subjects who lived 
for a month in an underground bunker, completely removed from 
exposure to natural daylight, were able to maintain an internal 
synchronization to a day/ night rhythm, even with the complete 
absence of sunlight. But test subjects who lived for a month in 
an underground bunker that was additionally shielded from the 
DC energy of the earth (effectively shielding over 99% of the 
earth’s natural EMFs) became internally desynchronized, unable 
to maintain a consistent day/night rhythm.

In repeated experiments of over 100 test subjects, the only 
test subjects that became internally desynchronized were the ones 
that were shielded from the earth’s DC energy fields, but never 
the ones that were shielded only from the sun. Then, in follow 
up studies, when a low frequency electromagnetic field replicating 
the earth’s DC energy was re-introduced to the earth shielded test 
subject’s living quarters, they began to re- synchronize to a healthy 
day/night rhythm once again [20].

Because of these experiments, we understand that it is not 
only exposure to light, but additionally it is exposure to the earth’s 
DC electromagnetic fields that contributes to a healthy day/night 
pattern. This helps to make sense of why grounding has been found 
to normalize sleep and boost daytime wakefulness, improving our 
circadian rhythm. Studies on grounding and sleep have shown 
that being conductively connected to the earth deepens restorative 
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sleep, normalizes cortisol, helps to relax muscles, and boost 
mood [21]. Studies evaluating grounding and sleep quality found 
that just grounding for 30 minutes a day significantly improved 
sleep quality. This was a double blinded placebo based study that 
found that a 30 minute session was enough to make a statistically 
significant improvement in quality of sleep in Alzheimers patients 
[22].

What does sleep and sleep quality have to do with skin 
health? Recent studies have found a direct correlation between 
sleep and collagen integrity, suggesting that beauty sleep is real. 
Good sleep may directly preserve your skin by protecting your 
collagen, the most abundant protein in the human body, found 
throughout all our tissues and particularly crucial to skin structure. 
Collagen fibrils get damaged every day through normal wear 
and tear as well as from the effects of gravity. By intentionally 
disrupted circadian rhythm in animal models, researchers found 
that collagen fibrils had decreased integrity, decreased elasticity, 
and decreased strength. Poor sleep actually caused a decrease in 
the structural integrity of collagen with an increase in collagen 
misalignment [23].

So over a lifetime, decreased sleep quality may literally be 
visible in your skin as your collagen becomes more misaligned, 
weaker, less elastic, and contributes to accelerated aging. 
Conversely, improving sleep over a lifetime may help provide skin 
healing and even anti-aging benefits by boosting collagen integrity 
and skin repair while you sleep. Because connecting to the earth’s 
DC energy through grounding has been shown to improve sleep, 
grounding to the earth may be a very important, all natural way to 
protect skin structure for a lifetime, providing a long term way to 
boost skin health.

Utilizing The Earth’s DC Energy to Protect Skin’s Longevity

While more studies are need to determine exactly how 
grounding may additionally support skin repair, and to elucidate 
the optimal length of time that the earth’s DC energy is needed 
to support different wound repair goals, there is already evidence 
that grounding directly and indirectly boosts our skin’s health. 
Directly, grounding may protect skin health by immediately 
improving circulation to the skin, as well as boosting keratinocyte 
repair in areas of where skin is wounded. Over the long term, 
grounding may help protect skin and provide anti-gaining benefits 
by deepening sleep which may protect skin volume, firmness and 
elasticity via improved collagen structural integrity. Whether for 
short term use to improve wound healing, or long term use to 
support skin over a lifetime, grounding to boost skin health is an 
emerging concept that deserves more exploration.
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